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his programme examines some
of the key areas in which our
world is changing in the 21st
century, and the implications this
has for our lives and our societies,
as well as exploring how people have
responded throughout history to
periods of great change – culturally,
politically, philosophically, socially.
In this third class, we will
continue our exploration of artificial
intelligence, both in the context of
its uses in the medical profession,
and in the context of one of the core
philosophical questions that AI
raises: what, exactly, does it mean to
be a person? We’ll also learn about
two developments which have the
potential to revolutionise modern
science: quantum computing, and
nanotechnology. We will also be
turning to geography to examine
the question of how technology has
affected the way we see and represent
the world, before returning once
again to the ancient world, and a
surprising relationship the Ancient
Greeks’ scientific knowledge and
their political development.
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How to approach this Class
It is completely up to you how you
approach the contents of this class –
you may want to look at each article
in sequence, or browse through
those which interest you most. You
can work your way through the
material in your own time, and fit it
around your schoolwork and other
commitments. Each article also
comes with links to further reading,
videos, podcasts, and more, so you
can explore in greater depth the
topics that interest you most.

You can share your answers to any
of the challenges in this class – or
responses to any other articles you
have read – to be in with a chance
of winning Amazon gift vouchers!
Responses could be in the form
of a drawing, a mini-essay, a
photograph, a video – anything you
like.
Click here to share your
work, and for full details!
All entries received by Wednesday
30th March 2022 will be entered
into this month’s prize draw, and
your work may also be featured
on Inspire Digital and in future
editions of the course.
You can submit as much or as little
as you like – so please feel free
to send us responses to multiple
challenges or articles if you like!
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AI is shaping the
modern way of
practising medicine
and aiding human
doctors in their
decisions
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How is Artificial Intelligence
being used in Medicine?

A

s you walk down the drab
corridors of a hospital, it can
feel impersonal and soulless.
However, you have healthcare workers
who smile at you; talk to you and set
you at ease while they treat you. Take
these people away and replace their
voices with mechanical whirring
and you have a doctor who takes no
interest in you and has no capacity
to comfort you because it doesn’t
understand your concerns or fears.
This idea of automated medicine,
powered by Artificial Intelligence (AI),
is thankfully unlikely to happen. But
today, AI is shaping the modern way
of practising medicine and aiding
human doctors in their decisions.
Working together, AI and doctors can
make better diagnoses quicker whilst
developing medicines and treatments
at an unprecedented rate and overall
improving global health.

In recent years, Artificial Intelligence has been applied to a vast number of
new fields, with an ever-expanding list of possible new uses. One of these
fields is Medicine where, as Maksim Richards explains, AI has the potential to
revolutionise how we diagnose and treat disease.
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Artificial intelligence is
“a system that perceives
its environment and takes
actions that maximise its
chances of achieving its
goals”. That is to say, AI is
a computer program that
writes its own code and
can change the way it acts
without human intervention.
In medicine, when AI
is mentioned, it is often
machine learning where a
computer is given a huge
amount of data from which
the AI can identify patterns,
make decisions and even
predict what might occur in
the future.
AI can be applied in a seemingly
infinite number of medical scenarios,
but an example that has seen
significant benefit is in the field of
sepsis. Sepsis can occur when the
body is fighting an infection. It is
a hyperactivation of the immune
system which is often fatal. Around
48,000 people die from sepsis in the
UK each year representing around 1
in 5 of all deaths. Sepsis is treatable,
only if caught early but unfortunately,
it is very difficult to do so and even
world-leading academics cannot
5

agree when diagnosing it. This is
where the Targeted Real-time Early
Warning System (TREWS) comes in.
This is a machine learning tool that
used the health records of tens of
thousands of patients to learn what
patterns of symptoms, interventions
and test results increased the risk
of developing sepsis. Following its
training, TREWS was then allowed
to analyse the health records of
new patients to give them a score
based on how likely they would go
on to develop sepsis. The results
were staggering: doctors assisted
by TREWS diagnosed sepsis, with
a 60% increase in accuracy and 24
hours before their condition became
life-threatening. This increase in
sepsis detection with more time for
the physician to treat could have
a world-changing effect on such a
burdensome illness.
AI’s raw power cannot be
exemplified better than in drug
discovery where it can analyse data
that no human could hope to – even
if given all the time in the world. For
coronavirus AIs around the world
were set on data banks of billions of
different molecules and approved
drugs and simulate lab tests to screen
for ones that might act as antivirals
to fend off covid-19 and bring death
and hospitalisation rates down.
This simulation speeds up the drug
developing process but also offsets
the cost of carrying out the manual
testing of millions of compounds

If you enjoyed this article…
that wouldn’t work and focusses
researchers on just the few that might
stand a shot at fighting this pandemic.
Diagnosis and treatment require
that patients are monitored either in
the hospital or in regular checkups
where often they forget the answers
to questions about their health. The
advent of wearable technology has
begun to change all that and the apple
watch is notable amongst these as
the most worn watch in the world.
These tiny computers can monitor
your heart rate and even perform
medical-grade tests like an ECG to
look at how your heart is working
potentially removing the need for
prolonged hospital stays. For those
who have suffered heart attacks, this
is a fantastic tool for keeping an eye
on their heart and can enable the data
to be given to your doctor so they can
make decisions about your care. But
this is not where apple stopped and
with the use of AI, they have begun
diagnosing atrial fibrillation (AF) from
a patient’s wrist. AF is an irregular
beating of the atria of the heart that
can lead to strokes, heart attacks and
more fatal heart rhythms. AF is a
common condition that is increasing
in prevalence and if left untreated,
can lead to strokes and heart failure.
Using machine learning, the apple
watch can detect atrial fibrillation
from the ECG and notify the user that
they might have a heart problem that
should be checked (and confirmed)
by a doctor. Usually, AF is diagnosed
only after symptoms emerge but
with these tools, it can be detected
long before to prevent any damaging
effects. With the tens of millions
wearing these watches the largest
database of ECG data could be created
and if we were to combine this data
with complete health records and
genetic information, AI could reveal
patterns in treatments and diagnoses
that could revolutionise the way we

manage these patients.
The future of healthcare
may lie in AI to make diagnosis
quicker, treatment more
effective and overall, healthcare
better. AI is bringing about
change in medicine quicker
than ever before and this is only
accelerating, but the days of Dr
Robot are far off and for now,
these programs act as tools for
the modern physician.

You might want to explore our courses in

Technology and the
story of mapping

Medicine | St John’s College, Oxford

We carry maps around with us every day in our pockets, and of course these
maps on our smartphones and laptops make use of technology in a very
immediate way. However, for thousands of years technology and mapping
have gone hand-in-hand in ways which may be less obvious to us,
as Alex Manby describes.

Video: Studying Medicine at St. John’s College

Maksim Richards is a
Medicine student at St John’s
College, Oxford

Video: Career Interview with
Dr Rohan Wijesurendra

Further Resources

The state of artificial intelligence in medicine - YouTube

Better Medicine Through Machine Learning - TEDxBoston

Artificial Intelligence in Medicine - Science in the News

Artificial Intelligence in Medicine

Early-Warning Algorithm Targeting Sepsis Deployed at Johns Hopkins
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M

ap-making, known as
‘cartography’, may not be the
first thing to spring to mind
when you think about technology.
Yet, if technology is the ‘application
of scientific knowledge to the change
and manipulation of the human
environment’ (as the Encyclopaedia
Britannica would have us believe),
then mapping, with its focus on
communicating the latest scientific
and geographic knowledge about the
world around us, certainly fits the
bill. As early as 150 CE, before the age
of satellites and GPS, Greek scholar
Claudius Ptolemy used the latest
mathematical knowledge to produce
a map of the known Greco-Roman
world. Though Ptolemy’s map had
a few inaccuracies, he was able to
successfully plot the course of the
River Nile and correctly estimated the
circumference of the globe to within a
few thousand metres.
Geographers have long
maintained, however, that maps don’t
just represent the world around us,
but also shape how we experience

it. Second century sailors using
Ptolemy’s map, for example, would
have found it to be of limited use
for navigating further south than
the Sahara Desert. Similarly, the
map’s focus on the area around the
Mediterranean reflected the fact that
Ptolemy viewed the Roman Empire as
at the centre of the world.
Maps have changed a lot
since Ptolemy’s day. During the
Renaissance, cartographers took
advantage of advances in printing
technology to cheaply mass produce
and disseminate new maps around
the world. Cartography also played
a key role in the processes of
colonisation. Maps of the Americas,
for example, showed much of the
so-called ‘New World’ as empty
space, erasing the evidence of
indigenous communities to justify
European occupation. Furthermore,
maps also helped colonial officials
govern foreign lands by marking out
the location of valuable resources,
territory, and people.
Computing technologies have
7

further transformed the practice
of mapping through effectively
automating processes of spatial data
capture, storage, and processing. GPS
and satellite imagery, for example,
allow cartographers to pin-point the
exact location of objects with ever
more precision. These maps are
increasingly engaging, incorporating
the use of sounds, text, images, and
even smells to make the experience
of using a map multi-sensory.
Furthermore, rather than flattening
the earth, map projections are often
three-dimensional, allowing users
to immerse themselves in the places
they are navigating and blurring the
boundaries between the digital and
analogue worlds.
Sites such as GoogleMaps have
also transformed map-mapping from
an elite, specialist occupation to a
widely accessible and participatory
process. Gone are the days of the
Ptolemy’s painstaking mathematical
calculations. Instead, users can make
their own maps with just a few clicks,
choosing which places are depicted,

the scale and resolution, and which
layers of ‘additional’ information are
shown, from cultural sites, to retail
parks. As a result, researchers have
argued that a map should no longer
be thought of as a static finished
product, but as a constantly changing
visual tool which can be adapted for a
wide range of purposes.
Finally, so-called ‘location aware’
mobile devices such as smartphones,
watches, and tablets now allow
individuals to generate maps which
reflect their own movements, for
example to capture exercise routes
or daily commutes. Similarly,
location-based games, like Pokémon
GO, are shaping the ways in which
users navigate their local area,
with ‘PokéStops’ even becoming
popular tourist attractions. Looking
ahead, many predict that future
developments in mapping lie in a
combination of artificial intelligence
and virtual reality. Technologies such
as self-driving cars rely on extremely
detailed 3D ‘living maps’, which must
be updated in real time to reflect
changing real world conditions.
These changes in mapping
technologies should not necessarily
be understood as a story of
straightforward progress. Instead,
researchers have questioned
whether ever more detailed
maps are necessarily ‘better’ at
performing their primary function:
communicating information about a
place. Though digital tools have made
mapping more readily available, they
also raise new questions about who
has the power to control mapping
platforms, which are increasingly
owned by a small number of large
tech companies. Furthermore, high
resolution maps can be used for
more sinister purposes, including
military and terrorist activities, raising
questions about personal privacy and

data protection. Finally, these changes
have also led to growing inequalities
in the quality of maps, both between
rural and urban areas, and the Global
North and Global South. These
differences are important; a lack of
detailed maps can make it difficult
to provide services to isolated areas,
or for indigenous communities to
demonstrate their claims to territory.

If you enjoyed this article…
You might want to explore our courses in

Geography | St John’s College, Oxford

Alex Manby is a PhD student at St
John’s College studying Human
Geography

Further Resources

Studying Classics at St John’s College,
Oxford - YouTube

Google’s Earth: How the tech giant is helping the state spy on us - The Guardian

Pokémon GO is reshaping the ways in which
users navigate their local area, with ‘PokéStops’
even becoming popular tourist attractions.

12 maps that changed the world - The Atlantic

Challenge
From Ptolemy to GPS, the brief history of maps - Smithsonian

Why all world maps are wrong - YouTube

The Frightening Future of Digital Maps: Monica Stevens at TEDxEureka

One of the ways in which technology has changed
mapping has been to make it ever more accessible over
time, so that almost anyone can now make their own map
about almost anything. In April 2020, CityLab asked their readers
to make their own maps of their lives during the coronavirus
pandemic. Watch this video about the project, and then look at some
of these maps in more detail .
Using the CityLab maps as examples, make your own map which
describes your experience of the coronavirus pandemic. The map can
be as creative as you’d like, using any materials you have available, and
can be made either by hand or using a computer. You might like to
show how the pandemic changed your daily routine, or the sights,
sounds and smells you experienced during the lockdown. The
map can be focused on any scale, from your home, your local
area, a whole town/city, or even the entire UK.

‘MapLab: The Power of Counter Maps
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To submit your work, please click here!
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Nanopore sequencing
What would you sequence?
Gene-sequencing is a technology which has the potential to revolutionise
many scientific disciplines, from medicine to climate science and
conservation. In this article, former St John’s student Julia Eales describes
just a few of these many applications and the ways in which they are being
used by scientists around the world.

You can visit Inspire Digital for a fully-referenced version of this article

S

equencing is the process of
identifying the order of bases
(or sequences) making up the
DNA or RNA present in living things.
The specific sequences in the genome
(that is, all of the genetic information)
of an organism determine the
proteins it synthesises which, in
combination with environmental
factors, are responsible for the
characteristics of that organism. This
makes studying these sequences
crucial across fields spanning
from developing new medicines,
to understanding evolutionary
processes, to fighting climate change.
The technology used to do this
has developed at a very rapid pace,
enabling scientists to use it in ways
that weren’t possible just a few years
ago.
I’m a member of Oxford Nanopore
Technologies, a company that makes
sequencing technology using a
method called nanopore sequencing.

A nanopore is essentially a tiny
channel made of protein, with a
hole running through the middle.
When embedded in a membrane,
this acts as a gateway, through which
an electrical current can be passed.
If a strand of DNA or RNA is passed
through a nanopore – like thread
being pulled through a bead – it
disrupts the electrical current flowing
through it. The electrical signal this
disruption produces depends on the
specific sequence of the molecule
in the nanopore. This means that,
by measuring changes in electrical
current, it’s possible to determine the
sequence of DNA or RNA passing
through the nanopore. Using this
method across hundreds or thousands
of nanopores at once any DNA or
RNA of interest from any organism
can be sequenced.
Everything that’s needed for
nanopore sequencing can be
packaged into very small electronic
10

devices – the smallest is about the
size of a chocolate bar and can be
run from a laptop. This means
that, while traditional sequencing
requires samples to be transported
to a laboratory and then analysed,
researchers can now take the
sequencer to the sample and perform
their experiments in the field.
Many scientists are taking
advantage of this to sequence in
environments where it wasn’t
previously possible. One team took
a nanopore sequencer (by sledge)
on a trek to an ice cap in Iceland.
Sequencing the DNA of microbes
in a sample taken from a hot spring
gorge, using only solar power,
they found unknown sequences
that could belong to previously
uncharacterised species. Going
further afield, nanopore technology
has become the first sequencing
technology to be used in space.

11
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Kākāpō parrot

If you enjoyed this article…
You might want to explore our courses in

Biomedical Sciences | St John’s College, Oxford

On board the International Space
Station, scientists demonstrated that
it was possible to sequence microbes
in micro-gravity conditions, showing
the future potential to identify
an infectious pathogen in a crew
member without having to return to
earth.
Crucially, this portability means
that the sequencing technology
can be quickly deployed where
and when it’s needed, including in
low-resource settings where there
may not be access to a laboratory.
Nanopore sequencing has been
used to rapidly sequence viruses
in outbreaks around the world –
including Ebola, Zika and, most
recently, COVID-19. By sequencing
SARS-CoV-2 virus genomes and
rapidly sharing their data online,
scientists have been able to monitor
COVID-19 transmission routes, and
identify variants that could affect
features including how easily the
virus spreads.
Many scientists are also using
nanopore sequencing to study the
human genome. Using nanopore
technology, it’s possible to sequence
very long, unbroken molecules of
DNA. This makes it much simpler
to study large or complex mutations
in the human genome, which can
be associated with rare or inherited
diseases, potentially providing
information critical to developing
new tests or treatments.
Other researchers are using
nanopore sequencing to characterise

biodiversity and help conserve
species at risk of extinction. In New
Zealand, for example, the technology
is being used to track the extremely
endangered kākāpō parrot – by
sequencing the traces of DNA they
leave in the soil, causing no harm to
the birds. Sequencing plant genomes,
meanwhile, can help scientists
develop strategies to preserve rare
and unusual species, and could help
identify genes that give important
crops resistance to disease and the
changing climate.

Further Resources

Even with so much research
into the genomes of different
organisms, there is still so much
left to discover. In fact, the first
truly complete human genome
sequence was only just published
in May 2021, and of all known
plant species, only around
0.1% have had their genomes
sequenced.

Biochemistry | St John’s College, Oxford

Studying Biochemistry at St John’s
College

What would you sequence?

Challenge

Julia Eales studied Biological
Sciences at St John’s College from
2008-2011

WHAT WOULD YOU SEQUENCE?

How nanopore sequencing works

Plants, animals, fungi, bacteria, viruses – what would you sequence, and why?
Imagine that you’re writing to a member of your team as you plan your own
nanopore sequencing experiment. In your letter, describe your method, what you’re
hoping to investigate, why you feel it’s an important area of research, and the impact
your results could have.
As you plan your experiment, consider:
What organism, or organisms, would you like to sequence? Why did you
choose these in particular?
What samples would you extract your DNA or RNA from, and where would you find them?
Would you perform your sequencing in the lab or in the field, and why?

Portable sequencing using nanopore technology

Once you have sequenced your organism(s) of interest, what do you plan to
find out from the data?
How might your findings be used?

Sequencing to fight COVID-19

You can also use the resources on this page to help you develop your answer:
Inspire-Y10-11-Class-1-Biology-and-Darwinian-evolution.pdf
Your letter should be 500 words or less.

To submit your work, please click here!
Totally off-grid nanopore sequencing
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Could your
smartphone think?

T

Does your smartphone think? Is it conscious? Hopefully not.
But could there ever be a smartphone, or any computer, that thinks
with a rich, conscious, mental life of comparable complexity to
your own? In this article Professor Nicholas Jones considers some
of the answers to these questions…

14

his question might seem
utterly intractable. It’s
natural to regard our own
consciousness as something private
to each of us. You have your thoughts
and experiences. I have mine.
Neither of us can access the other’s.
I can’t think your thoughts, or have
your experiences, just as you can’t
mine. What goes for other humans
goes for smartphones too. So even if
smartphones could think, we could
never know, because we could never
think their thoughts or have their
experiences.
Yet that can’t be the whole story.
Somehow or other, we do all know
that other human beings have
conscious inner lives. You know that
if you step on my toe, I will feel pain.
And I know the same about you. We
know this because we interact with
other people and they respond: ouch,
that hurts, get off my toe! We learn
to interpret these responses and
thereby learn how other people think.
This knowledge is imperfect – it’s
incomplete and sometimes wrong
– but it’s real. It’s also central to our
relationships with other people. We
treat other conscious people very
differently from unthinking stones.
That’s how we know that others
think. But our question wasn’t about
knowing whether smartphones think.
Our question was whether they do or
could think, regardless of whether we
knew. Those are different questions.

Yet they were ingeniously connected
by Alan Turing, a founder of
theoretical computing. His proposal is
now called the Turing Test.
Here’s a version of the Test.
You’re having two text message
conversations. You can ask
questions in each conversation.
Your conversational partner has to
respond. One of them is an ordinary
human. The other is a computer. The
computer passes the Test if you can’t
tell which is which. Turing’s idea: if
the computer can reliably pass the
test, then it thinks. To put it slightly
differently and more generally: to
think is just to speak and act how we
ordinarily take thinkers to speak and
act.
Is that right? A thought
experiment proposed by Ned Block
suggests not. Imagine a mad scientist
who knows how you will respond to
every possible input. They program
a machine that looks just like you
to respond exactly as you would, in
every possible circumstance. Unlike
you, the machine doesn’t use complex
neural processing to decide how to
act. Instead it just consults the mad
scientist’s list of possible inputs and
corresponding responses. Since
you would pass Turing’s Test, this
machine would too. Yet the machine
isn’t thinking, Block claimed, just
consulting a database.
Should we accept that Block’s
machine isn’t thinking? It’s
15

processing and responding to
information. Why does it matter
just how the machine does so?
And if Turing’s Test is no good,
our knowledge of other people
is thrown into doubt. The idea
behind the Test is just that the way
we usually decide what others are
thinking is a good way of doing
so. If something could pass the
Test without really thinking, our
ordinary ways of deciding whether
others think are inconclusive too.
How could you then know that
you’re not the only conscious
thinker, in an otherwise thoughtfree universe?
Professor Nicholas Jones is Tutorial
Fellow in Philosophy at St. John’s
College, Oxford

Further Resources
The Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy has excellent entries
on both the Turing Test and on Turing himself.

Turing Test

If you enjoyed this article…

What is Quantum
Computing?

You might want to explore our courses in

Quantum physics is perhaps one of the most puzzling areas of
modern scientist to the non-specialist. And yet, the implications of our
understanding of this branch of physics are potentially vast. One of the
most promising future applications of quantum physics is in the field of
computing, as Dr Tom Kemp describes…

Psychology and Joint Schools

Alan Turing
Philosophy, Politics and Economics

Crash Course Philosophy has a good video introduction to most of the ideas
discussed here, “AI & Personhood”
Philosophy and Joint Schools

David Chalmers, “How do you explain consciousness?”
Studying French and Philosophy at St. John’s College

Nick Bostrom, “What happens when our computers get smarter than we are?”
Studying Psychology at St. John’s College

Challenge
Do you really know that other human
beings have conscious thought?
If so, how do you know this? And could you also know in
this way whether a computer had conscious thought?
If not, should that affect how you behave towards other
people? For example, is it ok to stamp on other people’s toes,
given that you don’t know pain will result?
Is Block’s machine really possible? How does it differ
from human beings? And how, if at all, does that
matter to Turing’s Test?

To submit your work, please click here!
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Studying PPE at John’s

O

nly quantum physicists
really understand quantum
physics, and even they have
trouble explaining in everyday terms
the strange behaviour of sub-atomic
particles such as electrons and
photons. An electron for example
can in effect be in more than one
state of spin at once, or even in more
than one place at the same time, a
phenomenon called “superposition”.
Only when it is pinned down,
by observing it using a scientific
instrument is it seen to have one
particular spin or to occupy one
particular location. A simple analogy
is with tossing a coin. While the coin
is spinning in the air, it could be
thought of as both heads and tails at
the same time rather than one or the
other. Only when it lands do we see it
as either heads or tails.
The information handled by a
conventional computer is based on
“bits”, which are like little gates that
can be either open or closed – spoken
of as 1 or 0. Imagine three such bits

linked together. They can represent
eight different combinations (000,
010, 001, 011, 100, 110, 101, and 111),
but only one at a time. Quantum
computers are based on what are
called “qubits”, each of which can
be both 0 and 1 at the same time.
Three linked qubits can represent
the same eight combinations, but
thanks to superposition, they can
do it simultaneously. Therefore, in
principle, a quantum computer can
make its calculations vastly faster than
a conventional one. For example, in
2019, Google’s experimental quantum
computer called Sycamore used a
mere 53-qubit chip to perform a task
in 200 seconds that they claimed
would have taken the world’s fastest
conventional computer 10,000 years
(others reckoned it would only have
taken it two and a half days, but that is
still a pretty impressive difference!).
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Another very strange
property of quantum
behaviour is called
“entanglement”, in which
a pair of particles in
different, even quite distant
places retain a mysterious
connection to one another.
Any interaction with one particle will
have an instantaneous effect on the
state of the other particle, even though
nothing, not even information, should
be able to travel faster than the speed
of light. In principle this could be the
basis of a hugely powerful quantum
version of the internet.
The kinds of problems quantum
computing would be particularly
valuable for are those with a huge
number of independent variables. For
example, breaking a very large (say
500 digit) number down to its prime

The ‘Harvard Computers’ in 1913

If you enjoyed this article…
factors is presently impossible in a
realistic length of computing time. A
quantum computer could therefore
be important in both cracking and
creating many encryption systems
based on prime numbers. Another
deceptively simple problem is
discovering the optimal route for a
delivery van delivering to a range of
different places. A more obviously
valuable potential use is to simulate
the reactions of complex biological
molecules such as enzymes, leading
to the design of possible new drugs
and other medical treatments.
Machine learning and artificial
intelligence would be hugely advanced
by the ability to take into account so
quickly many more variable factors,
for example in driverless cars, remote
weapons systems, and weather and
climate forecasts. By the process of
entanglement, many independent
telescopes could be linked together
to revolutionize the study of the
Universe.
Not everybody is optimistic
that building a practical quantum
computer is imminent. At present
there are still formidable engineering
difficulties to overcome. Quantum
states of subatomic particles are
extremely unstable and short-lived,
and can only be maintained at a
temperature fractionally above
absolute zero. Even then, the
ubiquitous background radiation
of the Universe tends to cause
them to break down. This is called
decoherence and requires continuous,
subtle corrections to be made.
However, given the huge scientific,
social, commercial and military
benefits that would come from such

a large increase in computing power,
it is not surprising that the big IT
corporations – Google, Microsoft, IBM
etc.- as well as national governments
around the world are spending
eye-watering sums of money on
research into quantum computing.
Nevertheless, we are probably still
a few decades away from solving
the practical problems and having
the everyday company or desktop
quantum computer.
But watch this space!
Dr Tom Kemp is Emeritus Research
Fellow in Biology at St John’s College,
Oxford, and Associate Editor of the
Inspire Programme for Years 9, 10 & 11

You might want to explore our courses in

Computer Science & Joint Schools

The Story of Computers:
Human Computers

Studying Computer Science at St John’s College

So far in this programme, Dr Luca Di Mare’s story of the development of
computing has taken us from early ‘computers’ of the ancient and medieval
world, through to the famous mechanical computers of Pascal and Babbage. This
month, the story continues with a look at the remarkable human computers:
teams of ‘calculators’ – predominantly women – who lie behind some of the most
crucial technological advancements of the twentieth century.

Physics and Joint Schools

Studying Physics at St John’s

W
Further Resources

What is quantum computing? - IBM

How does a quantum computer work? - Scientific American
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hile Pascal, Babbage and
countless others tried to
come up with mechanical
devices to aid calculations, science
and engineering had developed an
insatiable appetite for numbers.
Large amounts of computations
were needed to solve the differential
problems arising from the theories
of hydrodynamics, elasticity and
electromagnetism that represented
the highest achievements of 19th
century classical physics. Even more
intensive computational tasks were
required later by the new problems of
nuclear physics that arose early in the
20th century as a result of the birth of

quantum mechanics and of the war
effort to build nuclear weapons. All
these calculations were done by hand
by larger and larger teams of workers.
The importance of human
computers increased significantly and
towards the middle of 20th century
their work was organized in very
sophisticated ways: multiple teams
would perform the same calculation
to check the correctness of the results,
and the calculations were arranged
so that all the workers could operate
in parallel. Some computers made
history, like the ‘Harvard Computers’
who were responsible for analysing
astronomical data that led to the
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discovery of the expansion rate of the
universe. Such was the prestige of
the Harvard Computers that many
women volunteered to work there for
free.
Computing groups were composed
almost exclusively by women during
WWII because the male workforce
was depleted by the war effort. After
the war some of the largest and most
prestigious computing groups were
still composed and headed mainly by
women, like the Computing Group
of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory,
which provided the computing power
behind most of the early NASA
space exploration missions. Most

research laboratories and university
departments kept their own teams of
computers. The University of Oxford
was no exception.
By the early 20th century the
power of human computers was
sufficient to contemplate the solution
of fairly ambitious problems: the
first attempt to solve the equations
ruling the evolution of the earth
atmosphere at low altitude was
performed by Lewis Fry Richardson,
with a team of 12 computers. He
was not very successful: a first
shot at predicting the weather over
Reading in the 1920s predicted that
the atmospheric pressure would

rise to 7 bar (that is, seven times the
atmospheric pressure!) within a few
hours. Richardson also estimated that
an army of 64,000 computers (i.e.
people) could predict the evolution of
the global atmosphere.
The momentum behind scientific
computing was building up. Some
of the techniques still in use today to
solve the large systems of equations
used in approximating fluid flow or
structural mechanics problem were
developed when most of the work
in scientific computing was done
by human computers. One of the
pioneers of such techniques was
Richard V. Southwell. A Cambridge

The computing team of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory,
c.1960. Fifth from left in the front row is Janez Lawson,
the first African American woman hired by the lab in a
technical position – Credit: Courtesy NASA/JPL-Caltech
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The Sound of
Technology in Ancient
Greece

graduate, Southwell came to Oxford
in 1925 as professor in Engineering
Science and Fellow of Brasenose
College. Southwell developed
techniques still used today to solve
large systems of linear equations
arising in solid mechanics and fluid
dynamics. The building hosting the
University of Oxford Thermofluids
Institute is named after him.

What exactly is ‘technology’? If we look at the word itself, we will see that its
origins lie in Ancient Greece, where it had a slightly different meaning from
the way we use the word today. In this article Stephan Nitu looks at some of
the surprising ways in which the Greeks used ‘technology’ and the effects
that this had on some of the ancient world’s most enduring legacies.

Dr Luca di Mare is Tutorial Fellow
in Engineering Science at St John’s
College, Oxford
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hat comes to mind when
we think about technology?
Railways and steam
machines, 200 years ago; the TV,
the Internet, using fingerprints
to unlock phones, now; perhaps
nanorobots in the future. Modern
uses of the word technology are tied
to the Industrial Revolution of the
19th century, and somewhat also to
the Digital Revolution of the last 30
years. Yet ‘technology’ is a 2,500year old word, coined in Ancient
Greece. Many words that we use today
come from Greek, and have slightly
different meanings today. Originally,
μαθηματικός (‘mathēmatikos’) referred
to someone who studies any subject,
but the meaning then contracted to
just maths. So how did technology
differ from ours in Ancient Greece,
both lexically and in practice?
Perhaps surprisingly, the Greeks
looked at medicine and music as
technologies, rather than machinery.
That’s because τέχνη (‘technē’), the
operative part of ‘techno-logy’, meant
a craft or an applied knowledge. When

someone knows how to do something,
such as manipulating the body or an
instrument, they possess technology.
This understanding of technology
persisted until the German word
Technik took τέχνη, and just like with
μαθηματικός, restricted its meaning
to procedures and skills applied in
an industry. Therefore, many things
can be thought of as technologies,
and a particularly important applied
knowledge in Greece had to do
with sound. Sound is a medium of
communication; we can write things
down, but the alphabet itself was a
new technology in c.800 BC, and
long after its invention Greek society
remained predominantly oral. For
example, people read not silently,
but aloud. As you may know from
reading an assignment aloud to check
for mistakes before submitting it,
reading out loud is different from
silent reading. There is the added
dimension of sound, which modifies
how the brain encodes information.
In Japan nowadays, train drivers
and other marshals always verbalize
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– and point at – the tasks they are
performing (“Doors opening!”
“All set!” “Lift-off!”) because the
extra sound leads to better blood
flow to the frontal lobe of the brain
and an 85% reduction in mistakes
compared to just doing the task! So
by manipulating the body, applied
sound can make things better, which
is another common understanding of
technology; technology is supposed to
make things better.
The application of sound in
Ancient Greece improved what
is supposedly its greatest legacy:
democracy. In ancient Athens,
every male citizen was directly
involved in ruling the city, and could
attend regular Assembly meetings
on the Pnyx, the local hill. There,
anyone could speak on any issue,
and persuade his fellow citizens.
Unfortunately, in the 5th century BC
the Pnyx’s acoustical properties – and
constant heckling – meant that about
half the Assembly could not hear the
speaker, severely impacting the ideal
of discussion and deliberation. Greek

based on their inability to speak
Greek (making unintelligible ‘bar-bar’
sounds!) Because sound comes to us,
it can be modified and manipulated
on its way, and it is not a stretch to see
the applied knowledge of sound as a
technology. In terms of improvements
in machinery or mechanical
innovation, Ancient Greece seems
to be underwhelming. Yet what
constitutes technology can vary: sound
was used to great effect to improve
the political, social, and religious life
at the time, and we are fortunate to
be able to use our technology – called
archaeoacoustics – to become aware
of how sound would have been heard
in the past.
Stephan Nitu is studying for a DPhil
in Ancient History at Lincoln College,
Oxford

was a heavily inflected language,
meaning that small changes in pitch
which would convey meaning were
particularly hard to hear. Then, in the
4th century, the entire orientation
of the Pnyx amphitheater was
rotated 180 degrees, all of a sudden
now shielding the audience from
the prevailing wind. This second
configuration was no larger than the
first, leading scholars to believe that
the Athenians were aware of how
badly the northeast wind would have
affected the backbenches. It’s not a
coincidence that the 4th century then
saw the rise of celebrated orators like
Demosthenes, in a time that Athenian
democracy was cemented.
Other cornerstones of democracy
were comedy and tragedy. The
city paid for people to attend
performances that on the one hand
could poke fun at leading citizens,
and on the other unite Athenians
in collective catharsis. Both of them
depended on theatre acoustics and
the actors’ manipulation of sound
to work. In tragedies, characters

frequently broke into non-verbal
laments – howling and ululating
noises – that changed the vocal
structure of the words following
them, the unusual sound then
extracting feelings from the audience.
Masks were used by actors not
just visually, but to mute or direct
sound, and theatres such as the one
at Epidaurus were constructed with
near-perfect acoustics. Spectators in
the back row, 60 metres away from
the stage, were able to easily hear the
performance due to the slope at which
the rows were constructed, and the
way in which the steps were able to
cushion low sound frequencies, thus
preventing spectator movement or
wind from interacting with the main
sounds.
The ways in which sound
mediated ancient Greek experience
were not limited to these examples:
the caves in which the god Pan
was worshipped were chosen due
to specific echoes and acoustic
properties, and ‘barbarians’ were
categorized by the Greeks as such
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If you enjoyed this article…
You might want to explore our courses in

Classics and Joint School

Classical Archaeology & Ancient History

Studying Classics at John’s

Oxplore
Welcome to Oxplore!

Oxplore is an innovative digital outreach portal from the University
of Oxford. As the ‘Home of Big Questions’ it aims to engage those
from 11 to 18 years with debates and ideas that go beyond what is
covered in the classroom. Big questions tackle complex ideas
across a wide range of subjects and draw on the latest research
undertaken at Oxford. Click these links to start exploring
some Big Questions ...

• Would you want to live forever?
• Is a robot a person?
Studying Classical Archeology and Ancient History
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Podcasts
Looking for a new podcast to get stuck into?
The University of Oxford
provides
a huge variety of podcasts on every topic imaginable, from
Oxplore
& Podcasts
cutting-edge scientific
research
to
exciting
events happening
now
at the
You can find
on
{NB: See Contents document
– these
can
be university.
placed anywhere
in these
the docuthe University website or on Apple Podcasts. Here are a few of our favourites looking at the themes of this
ment, according to space.}
month’s class!

Oxplore

Oxplore!Revolution, ca. 500 - ca. 300 BCE
• The Politics ofWelcome
Greece's to
Theatrical
• Could quantumOxplore
computing
the world?
is anchange
innovative
digital outreach portal from the University of Ox• Becoming a field
conservationist
with
Rachel
Ashegbofe
Ikemeh
ford. As the ‘Home of Big Questions’
it aims
to engage those from 11 to 18
• Core Course: Modernism and Mass Culture

Upcoming on the course
The fourth and final class of this year’s programme
will be released on Wednesday 30th March 2022,
and as usual will be sent to you via email, as well as
being available on Inspire Digital. In this class, we
will conclude our journey through our “Visions of the
Future” with articles on:
• Geology: Artificial Intelligence & Climate Change
• Ethics: Ethics of AI in Medicine
• History: Medieval Pandemics
• Maths: Mathematical Proofs by Computer
• Psychology: Virtual Reality in Psychology
• Ancient History: Digital Modelling in the Humanities
Also remember to submit your responses to this
month’s challenges, or examples of any work you’d
like to share in response to this month’s articles, to be
in with a chance of winning an Amazon gift voucher!
Entries received by 30th March 2022 will be entered
into the prize draw for this month.
If you’re in Year 11, you will also find full details about
how to apply for a place at one of our in-person,
residential Summer Schools on 1st-3rd or 3rd-5th August
in next month’s class!
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years with debates and ideas that go beyond what is covered in the classquestions
tackle
complex ideas across a wide range of subjects
BBC Sounds is alsoroom.
a great Big
source
of podcasts
–
and draw
theout.
latest research undertaken at Oxford. Click these links to
here are some you might
like toon
check
start exploring some Big Questions...
• Living With Artificial
Intelligence
https://oxplore.org/question-detail/is-the-internet-bad
{oxplore1}
• The man who revolutionised mapmaking
https://oxplore.org/question-detail/could_we_end_disease
{oxplore2}
• Hidden Figures: The Real Story
https://oxplore.org/question-detail/can-time-travel-ever-be-possible {oxplore3}

Podcasts
Looking for a new podcast to get stuck into?
The University of Oxford provides a huge variety of podcasts on every topic
imaginable, from cutting-edge scientific research to exciting events happening now at the university. You can find these on the University website or
on Apple Podcasts. Here are a few of our favourites looking at the themes of
this month’s class!
http://podcasts.ox.ac.uk/coronavirus-and-disease-x {Podcast Oxford1}
http://podcasts.ox.ac.uk/series/staging-shakespeare {Podcast Oxford2}
http://podcasts.ox.ac.uk/diplomacy-21st-century-twenty-first-century-diplomacy-new-rule-book {Podcast Oxford3}
http://podcasts.ox.ac.uk/series/faculty-classics {Podcast Oxford4}
http://podcasts.ox.ac.uk/strachey-lecture-getting-ai-agents-interact-collaborate-us-our-terms {Podcast Oxford5}
BBC Sounds is also a great source of podcasts – here are some you might
like to check out.
https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/m0010gkq {Podcast BBC1}
https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b04mgtdq {Podcast BBC2}
https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b0093z1k {Podcast BBC 3}
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Visions of the Future

Class 3
Wednesday 2nd March 2022
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